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I met with Haynes Williams today for about 40 minutes to see if we could find agreement

over some of our disagreements, and maybe cut down on future litigation. I don't know if
we agree on too much, but we had a good conversation and I think we understan4 each
other a bit better.
Haynes was not aware of Greg's affiliation with Florida Audubon. He is uncertain
whether he wants Greg to continue monitoring, but has not ruled it out. Haynes is
frustrated that Greg considers the dike along the southern end of the "101 Ranch drainage
ditch" too steep and a threat to erode into the ditch. I told him I agree the dike is too
steep, but keeping the ditch clear is the main concern and if Haynes is diligent in cleaning
the ditch, erosion is a controllable problem (moving the dike would be very expensive).
Haynes doesn't seem to want to have a cleaning schedule, rather, ''I'll keep it clean."
Haynes said he wants to think about Greg~s continuing, and that Greg could monitor next
month while Haynes and the other downstream folks consider their final answer. I agreed
to that and told him we would change consultants if they wish-le t us know.
I also mentioned that the as-builts Haynes sent us for his work were from SFWMD staff
and not "signed and sealed" by an independent P.E. (who is under profession scrutiny).
Therefore we need to ask SFWMD if their measurements serve to certify that the work
was done correctly. If SFWMD does not want to certify it, .we still need a P.E.
certification. My concern is that we give Judge Moore solid proof that the assignments
were done correctly._
We also discussed Haynes' ERP amendment (the new impoundment). I expressed
concern that we had agreed during mediation on a drainage plan for the sparrows (federal
suit), and on suitable wetland protection for our wading bird rookeries (ERP petition), and
that this new reservoir changes those agreements and threatens both those interests,
without our consent (or knowledge). Further, the USFWS and DOJ apparently have not
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been informed of these changes. I told Haynes he could remove that reservoir now, or
we will investigate and perhaps litigate. Haynes wants to keep the reservoir. After the
meeting, I went to the SFWMD office and formally requested all pertinent documents on
the ERP modifcation and on IO 1 Ranch compliance (as-builts) with the previous ERP.
In the meantime, I will have our hydrologist· review its characteristics. I asked Gary Ritter
at the SFWMD Okeechobee Service Center why we were not notified and he was
surprised that we were on the mailing list for the ERP, but taken off that list for the ERP
modification. I told him we are studying whether to petition this permit modification and
he said he would check to see ifhe can track down why this changed-it apparently is
irregular to change mailing lists. I will let you know ASAP about their explanation for this
and we can decide what to do from there.

Sincerely,

PaulN. Gray, Ph.D.
Manager
C:

Mark Kraus, Audubon
Haynes Williams, 10 I Ranch

